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Video Conferencing Solutions
Contact Evotec
Is your business doing more video conferences sessions!!!
 Evotec can offer a wide range of conference equipment that can be used on MS Teams, ZOOM , Unify Video and many other
conference applications. 
Evotec can supply TV screen, Portable conference trolleys, High Definition conference camera’s to suite all rooms sites and
requirements, Conference speakers, Personal conference units to be used while on the move or remote working and can connect
directly via USB without any issues

Yealink
5G Wireless Devices
Microsoft LifeCam
Jabra Headset
MS Teams Bar
Yealink

The Yealink CP700 is a portable USB/Bluetooth speakerphone with excellent sound quality, ideal for
on-the-go and meetings of up to 4 people.
Enjoy crystal-clear sound thanks to the distraction-free noise cancelling technology, so participants can focus on the call and

catch every single word and idea.
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Built with wideband audio, acoustic echo cancellation, and Optima HD Voice, Yealink speakerphones provide exceptionally clear
sound.
And you can also use your Yealink CP700 for listening to music.

Yealink CP700 speakerphones have a lightweight design and are small and compact enough to carry in a laptop bag or
backpack. (A travel case is also included.)

5G Wireless Devices

Nighthawk M5

5G blazing fast Mobile Broadband Internet, delivering ground-breaking download speeds.

Allow more devices to connect and stream simultaneously, without impacting speed or reliability. With increased capacity, you
get faster speeds for high-end video streaming on your smartphones, tablets, and computers.

Avoid the risks of public WiFi with VPN pass-through support and password protection.

Bring revolutionary 5G connection to your home or office using the Gigabit Ethernet Port. Simply connect your 5G Mobile Router
to your existing home router, and bring 5G speeds into your home network and all your devices.

Microsoft LifeCam

The Microsoft HD-3000 LifeCam Webcam allows you to enjoy high definition video chats and widescreen video
recording. It utilises Microsoft TrueColour technology to deliver vibrant videos in almost any lighting condition.

The webcam supports 720p, high definition video.

It has an inbuilt microphone with noise cancelling functionality.

You can connect it to your computer via USB 2.0.

The webcam is compatible with your Windows PC.

It has a universal attachment base so you can use it with laptops or monitors.

Jabra Headset
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State-of-the-art, noise-cancelling microphone eliminates background noise

Get easy access to the most used functions, like volume and mute

Works out of the box with all leading systems

Office friendly functions such as inbuilt Busy Light as well as USB and 3.5mm connectivity

Plug and play installation

MS Teams Bar

A30 owns native Teams or Zoom expensive that all features can be operated by just one touch or by the remote controller.
Meanwhile, A30 supports both content sharing and whiteboard that making the meeting more communicative and collaborative.
Equipped with AI technology, including Auto Framing and Speaker Tracking. With the 133° wide-angle lens and Auto Framing, it can
recognize the number of and the position of attendees, framing everyone smoothly in the most appropriate view even in small
spaces.
Built-in 8 MEMS microphone arrays and speaker allows users to enjoy a full-duplex voice experience seamlessly without interruption
and to be heard and speak clearly in a meeting.
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Konftel Cam50 PTZ Conference Camera
The Konftel Cam50 brings exceptional image quality to your video conference at a fraction of the cost of other comparable
conference cameras with PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom)

It is based around premium class optics and outstanding precision - all the way from the lenses to the image sensor and the
technology used to optimise the quality of the video.

By Taking the 12x optical zoom all the way you will be able to show notes on a whiteboard or details of a product sample with
impressive clarity.

Even in low lighting, the image is crisp and clear. A 72.5 degree field of view creates a sense of presence right from the start.

Whatever your preferred app or cloud service, Konftel CAm50 will sort ut the video image, this huddle room solution will also
transfer to larger situations as long as you can connect via USB.

- Meeting up to 20 people
- Resolution id Full HD 1080p/60fps
- 12x optical zoom
- Pan-Tilt-Zoom
- 72.5 degree field of view
- 170 Degree horizontal and 60 degree vertical rotation
- Remote control included
- Wall mounting bracket included
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Konftel C50300 Hybrid
The Konftel C50300 Hybrid is a flexible range of premium video collaboration solutions for medium and large meeting rooms,
combining the Konftel Cam50 PTZ conference camera and a Konftel 300 model with OmniSound audio quality.

The Konftel Cam50 comes fully HD ready, with 12x optical zoom, and a 72.5° field of view, bringing you exceptional image quality
to your video conferences at a fraction of the cost of other comparable conference cameras with pan tilt zoom.

The Konftel OCC Hub brings the whole bundle together, so a single USB cable is all you need to connect the camera, the conference
phone and the room’s screen to the collaboration app on your Laptop. You can also have the freedom to add participants via
regular phone calls.

The conference phones in the 300 series are optimized for meetings with up to 12 participants in the room. By adding extra
microphones, you can expand the effective audio coverage for large video conferencing with up to 20 people.

What you get is a flexible premium bundle for video conferencing with phone calls as a back-up.


